
If you had told me four months ago that there would be 15-20 university 
students gathered around our dinner table every Wednesday to feast and 
fellowship together, I don’t know if I would have believed you. We 
launched Saint Thomas Mission out of a conviction that radical 
Christian community converts and transforms people.  Barely two 
months in and our friendships are taking deep roots, both with each 
other and with Christ. 

Every Wednesday we gather together for dinner and a time of fellowship 
or study.  Many students have expressed how our discussions have 
helped them to think, for the first time, about the relationship between 
Christianity and ideas of vocation, beauty, and justice. A handful of the 
students joining us on Wednesdays are non-Christians. As they draw 
into our community, these students are drawing near to Christ. 

As we look ahead, we hope to incorporate more one-on-one discipleship. 
As much as I love meeting one-on-one with all the students, I cannot 
mentor twenty plus students on my own. Thankfully, there are many 
mature Christians who are glad to step up and help! Beginning in 
January we will be connecting students with mature Christians for 
discipleship. Our goal is to have each student be meeting with a mentor 
roughly every other week. 

We certainly have a long way to go, but the Lord has given us many 
reasons to rejoice in these first few months!

$$$ FINANCIAL UPDATE
Thanks to all of you who have generously donated to Saint Thomas 
Mission! We  could not do any of this without you. Our  goal for the year 
is $12,000 and we have already received over $7,200. Your donations 
directly allow Paul to spend more time with students. Contributiions also 
enable us to serve delicious meals every time we gather. As we forward, 
we hope to invite guests to come speak to students, and to provide 
affordable housing for students at the Saint Thomas Mission House.  

DOUBLE YOUR GIFT!!!
We have been approached by a donor who has offered to double all 
donations made by December 31, up to a total of $2500! If we reach the 
$2500 goal, we will have met our goal for our first year! Visit 
sojournchurch.ca/pages/support-the-mission for instructions on how 
to give online. If you attend University Chapel or Sojourn Church, 
cheques  must be made out to 'Sojourn Church'  with 'Saint Thomas 
Misison' in the memo. 
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Where do you call home? 
Right here in Canada, or anywhere I'm 
with my family.

What’s your favourite thing about Saint 
Thomas Mission?
I love the entire atmosphere that it gives. 
It feels like somewhere that I can relax 
and have some of the most interesting 
conversations of my life. That is also part 
of the atmosphere - it feels like I’m among 
a group of people who are genuinely 
wanting and striving to pursue God, or 
that they have thought about things past 
the empirical level enough to have 
extended conversations about them.  

Why should others connect with Saint 
Thomas Mission?
For the free, delicious, and warm food. For 
the very nice lighting scheme. For a 
relaxing break from school. For the people 
who will love the heck out of you (but not 
in a creepy way). For some of the deepest 
conversations of your life. But most of all, 
to discover the truth about yourself, the 
universe, and God. 

Contact 
paul@sojournchurch.ca

 778.887.5766


